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with the upcoming changes to the bullpup shotgun charlie (vg), it was effective at 1,400 rpm. this
is now going to be reduced to 1,300 rpm. the 30 meter penetration is also going to be reduced by
the same amount and both of these changes are going to be applied to all fbg variations. we are

looking at making this change because the bullpup shotgun charlie is a very similar weapon to the
m110 spigot, and we feel that the m110 spigot was effective at 1,300 rpm. while most of the

changes we would want to make are centered around increasing the charlie's burst damage at
higher rpms, the m110 spigot is already an effective weapon at 1,300 rpm. the mp7 is a solid

weapon option for the player who prefers the maneuverability of a submachine gun. the weapon
makes short work of enemies up close in heavy-medium fights. the burst rate can be increased to
approximately 200 rpm (900 with suppression fired) and is very consistent. the only weakness of
the weapon is that it is generally weaker and slower than the ak-74, the fn scar, the rpk and the

awp. the weapon has a semi-automatic rate of fire and takes the most amount of rounds to
unload out of any weapon that has a forward assist. use the enemy's recoil to your advantage and

use the weapon in bursts. ak-47 | action rifle damage : 4,100 | radius : 4,000m ak-74 | survival
rifle damage : 6,500 | range : 4,000m fn scar | marksman rifle damage : 6,500 | attack range :

5,000m m16a2 | carbine damage : 4,100 | accuracy : 0.3% | burst : 3x m4 | assault rifle damage :
5,200 | accuracy : 0.25% | burst : 2x awp | sniper rifle damage : 15,400 | burst : 6x mp7 |

submachine gun damage : 5,300 | burst : 2x rpg | grenade damage : 6,400 | penetration : 100% |
range : 3,000m
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since its introduction in black ops, the m16a4's iron sights have been widely praised for their
accuracy. in short, the gun is expertly made and is one of the highest resalable, high damage
assault rifles. however, those qualities come at a cost; its fire rate and burst fire are both very

low. additionally, it has quite a bit of vertical recoil, so it will be an extreme pain to aim at medium
to long ranges, and it's so accurate that it's almost worthless at short to mid-range distances. in
order to address these issues, the m16a4 is receiving a minor buff to its accuracy by giving it a

larger dispersion value, and its rate of fire is being increased to compensate for its slower rate of
fire. in order to offset these changes, we are lowering the m16a4's overall damage output and
modifying its upwards and downwards recoil values so that they more closely mirror that of the
m4a1. we are not intending on bringing this weapon down below the 1350 damage range. this

patch features some very important fixes to the game. the most notable one is the loss of the free
'quickdraw' perk. it has been removed in order to make the 'quickdraw' perk more balanced out
with the weapon it is used with. the iron sights have been fixed to remove the 'damage streak'
display. we have also re-worked the vertical fire control so that it automatically re-centers the

crosshair back to its standard position when fired again. the field of view has also been updated to
14 degrees, so anyone who is having issues with falling off side has most likely been using the

wrong weapon. for additional game fixes, we have made many adjustments to the prologue
'hearts of steel' mission, so it will now be playable the same way as the rest of the game. please

download and enjoy this patch! 5ec8ef588b
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